
AUSTRIAN  NANOTECHNOLOGY  FOR  ALL  ENGINES

Ultimative ENGINE PROTECTION    
more POWER and  

REDUCED CONSUMPTION!

AUSTRIAN NANOTECHNOLOGY FOR ALL ENGINES

„As an independent car mechanic, I‘m always very skeptical about oil additives ... However, I am totally  
convinced after a longer ride! I have always struggled with high oil temperature.„

„(160 km / h: 125-130 ° C). Now with the additive, the oil temperature dropped significantly  
(about 110-115 ° C at 160 km / h). „

„Have tried the Nano Green with my Audi S4 B5 and must say that the engine works noticeably better„

„New vehicles will also be equipped with BORPower. Vehicle preparation Saubermax„

„Engine runs much quieter! Despite its 306,000 km. Fuel consumption has dropped by 0.3l so far! So I‘m excited! „

„BORPower on the test bench with a BMW M2 @ chipfactory_gmbh! The result is impressive.  
40% less vibrations and 5% more power. „

„Running smoother and oil temperature has dropped by 6 degrees - so far, I can only say positive things„

„300 km consumption test on a VW 1.9PD with 131 hp! Used MS250 + diesel system cleaner. The results are  
noticable. Less fuel consumption, noticeably quieter engine running and ultimate engine protection! „

Customer Feedback 

RISK FREE 3-FOLD GUARANTEE!
Guaranteed Effectiveness |No Risk | Money back-Guarante
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AUSTRIAN NANOTECHNOLOGY FOR ALL ENGINES

                                     BORPower NanoGreen – 

               TINIEST Nanoparticles         

             for a GIGANTIC Effect!

 ◆ BORPower NanoGreen is an oil additive, that was developed in order to protect engines by  
reducing any fricti on between the moving parts. The decreas in friction leads to an increase in  
power and a significant reduction of engine wear and corrosion.

 ◆ The uniquenness of BORPower Nanogreen stems form the fact that it reduces friction physically 
and not chemically.

 ◆ Unlike other additives BORPower Nano Green is inert and does not contain any chemical friction   
modifiers that may adversely effect the delicate balance of any motor oil formulation.

 ◆ BORPower NanoGreen is a Hightech-Product based on Nano - Technology  
and is made by means of a proprietary detonation process in which Boron,  
the second hardest element known to man, is reduced to nanometer size.   
In the engine BORPower creates a nano size ball bearing effect.

 ◆ These Nanoparticles create a protective layer (one million times thinner 
than a millimeter), that also smoothens the inner walls of the engine and 
signficantly reduces friction and improves heat transfer. 

 ◆ BORPower Nanogreen is suitable for all vehicles with 4 - stroke - engines.

 ◆ BORPower NanoGreen is compatible with all organic and synthetic oils.

WHAT IS BORPOWER NANOGREEN?



UP TO 5% 

MORE POWER

EFFECTIVE NANOTECH  

ENGINE PROTECTION

3-10% HIGHER  

MILEAGE

SIGNIFIC ANTLY 
LOWER EMISSIONS

UP TO 20% 
LESS CO2

BORPOWER NANO-GREEN BENEFITS!

AUSTRIAN NANOTECHNOLOGY FOR ALL ENGINES

UNPROBLEMATIC

COLD START 
 IMMEDIATE  PROTECTION - 

EVEN AT SUB ZERO TEMPS.

Attention! NO EFFECT ON MANUFACTURER´S WARRANTY: According to EU legislation -   
the use of oil additives does not affect your vehicle´s manufacturer warranty!

SMOOTHER 

RUNNING  ENGINES 
 UP TO 50% LOWER VIBRATION VALUES

10% LOWER 
OIL TEMPERATURE

LONG LASTING   
PROTECTS FOR AN ENTIRE OIL CHANGE INTERVAL

          money SAVED,

            Emissions REDUCED, 

        engine PROTECTED   

   and ultimate driving Pleasure  

      ENSURED!



BORPOWER NANOGREEN MS-250  
250 ml 

 ◆ For all 4-Stroke-Engines with 0-6 l Oil Capacity 

 ◆ For Gasoline, Diesel, LPG and Gas Engines

BORPOWER NANOGREEN MS-600

400 ml

 ◆ For all 4-Stroke-Engines with 6-18 l Oil Capacity 

 ◆ For Gasoline, Diesel, LPG und Gas Engines

BORPOWER NANOGREEN MS-900
900 ml 

 ◆ For all 4-Stroke-Engines with 6-18 l Oil Capacity

 ◆ For Gasoline, Diesel, LPG und Gas Engines

BORPOWER NANOFUEL FORONE
BENZIN (GASOLINE) FUEL ADDITIVE 200ML

 ◆ Improved combustion and engine performance

 ◆ 10% lower exhaust temperatures (turbo charger protection ) Cleans the 

intake system

 ◆ Cleans and lubricates the fuel injectors

 ◆ Reduced exhaust emissions (CO2-NOx)

 ◆ Boosts Octane value of the Fuel

 ◆ Binds condensate and inhibits corrosion in the fuel system

BORPOWER NANOFUEL FORONE
DIESEL FUEL ADDITIVE 200ml  

 ◆ Improved combustion and engine perfomance

 ◆ Improves vehicle acceleration

 ◆ Reduces emissions

 ◆ Cleans the intake system

 ◆ Cleans and lubricates the fuel injectors

 ◆ Cold weather protection for Diesel Fuel

 ◆ Lubricates injector- and high pressure Diesel pumps 

 ◆ Binds condensate and inhibits corrosion in the fuel system 

 ◆ Inhibits bacterial comtamination of the fuel system

BORPOWER NANOFUEL FORONE
DIESEL PARTICLE FILTER-CLEANER (DPF) 

 ◆ Keeps particle filter clean during vehicle operation 

 ◆ Maintains engine power and performance

 ◆ Lowers Fuel consumption

 ◆ Mitigates the risk of expensive particle filter servicing 

 ◆ Dissolves and removes typical particle filter residue 

 ◆ Ideal for city vehicles

BORPOWER GBX-GEAR 250 ml

 ◆ For all manual and differential gear boxes

 ◆ Promotes smoother gear shifts

 ◆ Highly active wear protection

 ◆ Protects against overheating

 ◆ Protects against oxidation and corrosion

 ◆ Not suitable for automatic transmissions

AUSTRIAN NANOTECHNOLOGY FOR ALL ENGINES

BORPower NanoGreen  
for all Engine Sizes! 

BORPOWER NANOGREEN IS ESPECIALLY SUITABLE  
FOR TUNED AND HIGH PERFORMANCE ENGINES!

Noticeably 
smoother

lower 
oil consumption

longer 
oil lifespan

Better cold running 
characteristic

Longer life of the diesel 
particulate filter    

reduced 
fuel consumption

longer 
service intervals

eco 
friendly

Most effective engine protecti-
on even with lack of oil

improved  
emission values

Up to 10%  
more power


